TELESCOPIC MASTS FOR RAYNET USE. JIM BURKE GM4TNP
At a recent RAYNET meeting the subject of Telescopic masts was mentioned. Many questions followed. These are my
comments based on the use of some masts.
There are many types of masts, some are just too heavy for casual RAYNET use so these comments are limited to the
ones I have used.
Two common makes, RACAL and CLARK. I prefer the RACAL ‘Push up Mast’.
CLARK ‘Pump up mast’. Company based on the Isle of Wight.
Good points.
Plenty available on the second hand market. Ex Military and legacy ones from the R.O.C.
Easy to extend with a manual hand pump or small compressor. Maximum pressure 25 psi.
Can be free standing with base plate and guys, the smaller one used with a base drive on bracket. See photos below.
Various sizes available some of which are too long to fit inside a saloon car. See attached specification sheet.
They have a longitudinal channel which prevents the sections rotating and allowing your directional aerial to turn.
Spares are still available from the manufacturer.
Sturdy and dependable.
Sections have lugs for attaching guy ropes so they can be self standing.
Saddle Clamps are available to allow attachment to a wall or vehicle.
Collar guide pads can be tightened to fix the mast in the up position regardless of any air loss.
Top section takes the standard Spigot (23,5mm diameter).
User Handbook available on line. Contains user instructions and spare parts listing.
Bad Points.
Most too long to fit in saloon car. Estate car or roof rack required.
Heavy. See attached specification sheet.
Requires regular maintenance. See Users Handbook.
The channels in the sections (which prevent rotation) are a weakness. I have had them split along the channel.
The seals and ‘O’ rings will need replaced now and again. This requires space and some mechanical skills.
Seals will be damaged if the sections have grit adhering to the sections.
The thinner section will generally extend first. If not desired to use these due to high winds or heavy headload the
collar guides have to be tightened to prevent the sections extending.
Only the correct specification of Silicone Grease, available from the manufacturer, should be used.
Air will be lost over long periods (hours). The collar guide pads can be tightened to fix the mast.
Water can enter the sections and this must be drained peiodically to prevent frost damage.
Method of pumping up the mast is required although the sections can be locked by tightening the clamp collars after
pushing up the individual sections sequentially. No air pressure required but takes a while to raise and lower.
Although not mentioned in the Users Handbook, I believe, for long term storage, the mast should be stored vertically
to prevent damage to the seals due to side pressure on them from the mast sections.

RACAL ‘Push up mast’. Type 714.
Good points.
Commonly available in 8m and 12m versions.
Guying kits also readily available.
Generally cheaper to purchase than the pump up masts.
I purchased a 12m mast with guying kit for £300. Carriage collection from Wales for each item was about £12.
Can be free standing with guys or the smaller 8m one can used with base drive on bracket. See photos below.
The 8m version can be used without guys if the wind and headload are not too great.
The 8m version will fit in a normal saloon car. Length closed is 1.45m.
Lighter than pump up mast.
No airtight seals to maintain.
Damping pistons fitted internally to prevent rapid lowering of sections which prevents trapping of fingers.

The damping pistons have a very long life, unlikely to need replaced. Full set available for £10 if required.
Spirit level bubble fitted to lower section to ensure mast is set vertical prior to extending sections.
Operator can choose which sections to push up. Thinner sections can be easily left retracted.
Top section takes the standard Spigot (23,5mm diameter).
Maintenance limited to oiling the sections from the base with mast inverted. See details below.
Directional aerial can be easily rotated, even when mast at full height, just loosen lower clamp lever.
Guying kit comes with baseplate and radius line designed to easily locate the three guying stakes.
Heavy duty base insulator comes in the guying kit to insulate the mast from ground. See photographs.
Clamp levers are very easily adjusted for tightness. Adjustment very rarely required.
No need to lubricate outer surfaces of the sections. This just allows grit and dust to adhere to the sections.
Strong cover generally supplied with the mast. Keeps the sections clean and dry.
There is a small ‘Pouch Tool Kit’ available for the mast. Available on line for about £10.
Bad points.
The 12m version is generally too long to fit in normal saloon car, estate car or roof rack required.
Anodised finish can scratch if grit is on sections, best to wipe the sections, especially if wet, as they retract.
The 12m version comes with a tubular step up to reach the top when retracted, tall folk may manage without.
The damping pistons, to slow retraction, cause slight friction when extending, push sections up slowly.
The 12m version will need guyed if used fully extended.
General comments.
Masts lower sections (of the lighter duty masts) are generally 3” diameter.
Standard mast stakes with the guying kit are really heavy duty, you may like lighter ones for short term use.
If using the RACAL push up with drive on bracket, point your supporting wheel (axle) downhill. This will give you
some vertical adjustment on a slope. See the green spacers in photographs.
The 8m masts can generally be used without guys unless it is very windy or you have a heavy headload. The 12m
mast will need at least three guys at two heights. You will appreciate this comment when you view the photographs.
One person can raise the masts described above. Practice makes perfect. Take your time and stay safe.
For verticaly polarised beams you will have to end support them or use a PTFE stub mast. See photograph.
If using a heavy beam, try to balance the mast with another beam pointing the other direction. Don’t bend it.
RAYNET web pages have good advice on raising and lowering masts.
The guy ropes are easily sorted by length as they have different shaped and stamped tags on the ends.
The standard hammer that comes with the guying kit is ‘very heavy’, I use a much smaller one.
I use smaller ground stakes, hooked handle is used to remove the guys. Hook available from camping stores.
The guying kit includes a halyard to suit the length of the mast. For raising wire aerials.
Swaged sectional masts can be used but I find these get top heavy whilst assembling and this limits how tall one
person can safely raise them.
Fibre Glass telescopic masts are actually quite heavy for their size and I much prefer the stronger metal types.
The thin ‘fishing rod’ type masts are quite good for light aerials or for supporting vertical wires. If you intend leaving
these up of a long time it is wise to ‘tape’ the joints to keep them from sliding loose. SOTA used to make a nice light
VHF/UHF beam, SB270, ideal for this type of mast. No longer manufactured, if you get the chance of one, buy it.
http://www.sotabeams.co.uk/content/SB270%20Instructions.pdf

Link to good ‘U’ Bolt supplier. http://www.u-bolts-r-us.co.uk/
Now to some explanatory photographs:-

Clark ‘Pump Up Mast’ with handpump. Supported by a drive on bracket with ‘U’ Bolts.
Note the length of the mast, too long to fit into a normal saloon car. The coax is attached
to the mast sections and extends as the mast is raised. Hose attachment valves vary in
design, some will allow removal of the pump without the mast retracting, others do not.

RACAL ‘Push Up Masts’ 8m and 12m. The 8m will fit in normal saloon car, the 12m one
requires estate car or roof rack. Supported by drive on clamp. Note the green spacers.
These are needed because of the larger diameter of the base section, also gives a degree
of adjustment if parked on a slope. Park with the supporting wheel/alxe pointing downhill.
The 12m mast will need guyed, the 8m one will be fine as long as the wind speed is not too
great and the headload is not excessive or unbalanced, two beams are better than one….!

Guying kit for a ‘Push Up Mast’ also suitable for guying but ‘not supporting’ a pump up mast.
List of items:- Three sets of three guys, lower ones identified by large adjustment tags, middle identified by
round metal tags and the top guys identified by square metal tags, arrowed. Three small spikes to secure base
plate to ground. Base plate with socket and halyard securing lugs. Three large ground spikes for securing the
guys. Mast base insulator to insulate mast from ground. Halyard. Long wire aerial. Top fitting to serure wire
aerial. Bobbin with radius line to correctly locate ground stakes. Storage bag with wooden base. Note the 12m
and 8m have different lengths of guys as you would expect. The 12m kit may also come with a tubular step
that connects to the mast. One shown in other photographs. The ‘large’ hammer for the stakes is not shown.

Standard stub & PTFE stub that allows unaffected
vertical mounting of mid supported beams.

This is the 12m mast with one set of guys at the middle point. You really do not want to use
this without guying at least three heights or middle and top when secured at the base with
a heavy duty drive on bracket. Although quite large it is easily raised by one person. There
is a levelling bubble to set it vertical before raising. Small errors at base are large at the top.

Swaged mast sections. Very light and easy to transport. Depending on the headload, I can usually erect four
sections by myself. Any more requires two persons. Can be difficult to take down if the wind comes up later
in the day. Fishing type telescopic mast. Good for holding vertical long wire or for middle support for
lightweight dipole. SOTA Beams made a lightweight VHF-UHF beam, SB270, which can attach to the thicker
upper sections. No longer manufactured, if you get the chance to purchase one just do it. The drive on
bracket is the original one made by Bob GM4WLN. I have had 16 more, slightly modified, made up and have
sold them on to other RAYNET members. If you would like to purchase one get in touch. Cost £40.

Brackets Galore. Yellow one is the original. Right one, slightly wider, as collected from the Blacksmith,
primed but not drilled. Middle one drilled to suit my masts ‘U’ bolts. Note the three sets of two paired holes
to suit the push up or pump up masts, the swaged masts or the telescopic fishing rod type of mast.

Selection of CLARK Pump up Masts. Note some have the coaxial cable attached to the sections which feed
out as the mast is raised. The yellow mast has two brackets for attachment to a wall or vehicle. These also
allow the mast to be tilted down to affix aerials or easily remove the mast for storage or maintenance.

RACAL Push up mast showing guy set up.

CLARK ‘ST’ Pump up mast details.

RACAL Push Up Mast Accessory Kit. Note the items are not shown to scale.

The 12m mast guying kit includes a
tubular ladder to assist in reaching
the top of the retracted mast. The
circle is clamped round the mast
and the two pins are used to secure
the base to the ground. There is a
non slip coating on the rungs. This
device is handy if you are lifting a
heavier load atop the mast. Taller
persons may manage without it.
The device serves as a temporary
support whilst fitting the guy ropes
to the mast. Handy if you are alone.

Yet another method of securing the base of a mast is
to use a ‘Soil Spike’. The bar is used to screw the
spike into the soft ground. The tapered section
wedges the spike and poles up to 65mm can be
supported. The pole can be centered using the three
screws. Small diameter mast requires the use of the
three brackets shown in the top photograph. The
spikes are readily available for about £12. Note the
protective coating will suffer damage with use.

SOTA SB270 Dual Band beam. Can be used horizontal or vertical. All the elements fit inside
the tube which makes it ideal for carrying up the hills or to remote locations. Lightweight
guying kit and fibre glass telesctpic mast also shown. Beam uses only one band at a time.

Masts can never be too high. Setting up for the Kinross Sportive. This 100 foot trailer mounted mast, aerials
and VHF in band repeater took about 3 hours to set up. Practice makes perfect.

Most Instruction Manuals and Service Manuals can be found on the internet.

WARNING.
RAISING AND LOWERING MASTS CAN BE DANGEROUS.
WEAR THE CORRECT PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.
STAY CLEAR OF OVERHEAD WIRES.

Jim Burke GM4TNP

Link to good ‘U’ Bolt supplier. http://www.u-bolts-r-us.co.uk/

BE
STAY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.

RACAL 8 metre mast clamped to drive
on bracket. Supporting a Tri-Band
vertical for the Loch Leven ½
Marathon.
Easily set up by one person. Guy ropes
can also be attached at one, two or
three levels if high winds are expected.
If you do not need the full 8 metre
height you can choose to leave the
thinner sections retracted and so
negate the need for any guys. Prevents
any trip hazards if the mast is erected
in a busy area with public access.

RACAL Push Up Mast supporting a 50MHz beam and Multi Band Dipole at the ‘RABS’ Seminar outside the Scottish
Government building in Edinburgh. This was a demonstration station set up for the event. The dipole was secured
at one end to a nearby lampost and the other to a nearby tree. Good for VK, ZL, EA, G, USA & others.

Tubular Fibre Glass and Aluminium extending poles
are readily available at the larger DIY stores. These
here are 3.3 and 5m extended height. They are
fairly light and quite strong. Not much good for a
vertical beam unless the beam is end supported.
Good for supporting small verticals or supporting
wire aerials. Note the thin aluminium walls ‘dent’
very easily and any overtightening should be
avoided. The Yellow fibre glass section is more
resistant to clamp damage. The all aluminium one
shown uses compression rings to secure the
sections, the other has holes 180mm apart that a
pin fits in. The pin is operated by the Red push
button. They are both about 1.9m in height when
retracted. Very cheap when compared with real
masts and they are easily guyed if required.

Although not strictly a mast, this set up is handy for that little extra gain where a mast is not necessary. The coax
is routed down the copper tube and soldered as normal into the PL259 plug. The tube is then soldered to the
plug using a very fine gas torch. The tube can of course be made much longer if required. Easy to construct and
simple to set up. Depending on feed you may have to insulate clamp from tube. Seal top of tube against water.
Finally, raising anything above your head can lead to injuries. Try not to work alone. Think or talk through what
you are going to do. Wearing PPE may seem an unecessary pain but it can, and often does, save injury or even a
life. Stay Safe to enjoy your hobby. Regards Jim Burke GM4TNP.

